
With the YEYIAN Typhoon LII Master ARGB, you won't have 
to choose between one or the other. Focus on the 
all-important temperature control of your rig, while also 
keeping it aesthetically pleasing with 3x 120mm RGB case 
fans and 2x RGB strips.

Its dual ring fans will keep your rig cool, and its dazzling RGB 
light strips will push your lighting possibilities to the extreme.

It includes a hub that will take care of powering the fans 
and light strips from a single easy-to-connect source to 
give you full timing and customization options via the 
included controller or software.

Its 3 120mm fans with ARGB lights are ready to cool your 
system and customize it with cool colors, or with very hot 
colors; It doesn't matter, they'll still cool your gear.

OPTIMIZED COOLING

EFFICIENT ENERGY
The total energy use of the fans and LED strips, all 
connected through the hub directly to your power source, 
will be regulated and will not demand too much from your 
power unit.

HYDRAULIC BEARING
The hydraulic bearing is self-lubricating with a 
high-quality friction-reducing substance, which reduces 
operating noise and improves thermal efficiency.

YEYIAN Typhoon LII Master ARGB Fan Kit will let you 
enjoy the beautiful and cool RGB lighting effects in 
multiple colors.

RGB LIGHTING

Includes two RGB light strips for easy installation in any 
corner of your PC case and control the colors and patterns of 
your device's lights with the included remote or through 
software on your computer.

UNIQUE LIGHT EFFECT
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TYPHOON
ARGB KIT OF FANS, LIGHT STRIPS AND CONTROL

SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage
Warranty
Dimensions
Type
Additional Characteristics
Fan Dimensions
Fan Speed
Fan Air Flow
Static Fan Pressure
Number of Fan Blades 
Life Expentancy 
Voltage Output Adapter
Operating Temperature
Infrared LED Distance
Noise Level
Bearing
EAN

Fans: 12Vcc---180mA / LED Stripes: 5Vcc---36mA

US 12| MX 12 | ESP 24

120 x 120 x 25mm

Double Ring 120mm ARGB Fan

Fitted with vibration reduction pads

120 x 120 x 25mm

1300 RPM +- 10%

41.52 CFM +- 10%

0.79mm / H2O +- 10%

7

40,000 Hrs

Controller: 5Vcc

-04°F - 140°F

26 Feet

24.8dB (A) 10%

Hydraulic

7503030358644


